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Cl 
THESIS STATEMENT -

This project will focus on meeting the challenge of 

using nature's renewable resources to effi c iently condition 

a faci 1 i ty that provides for its guests' social 

entertainment, and recreational needs . 

Nature has given us what seemed an endless supply of 

fossil energy. But now that we see that it is finite and 

diminishing, the challenge 1 ies in tapping into natures 

renewable resources because future development depends on 

energy conservation and efficiency . Sun and wind energy is 

supplied by nature at no charge. A passive solar energy 

system collects thermal energy and circulates it by natural 

convection. Systems of thermal masses, rock beds, and 

heated air are used to achieve this. The less backup 

systems are needed (HVAC) the more efficient the passive 

system is. 

The project is a vacation resort for the Buffalo 

Springs Recreational Lake , located in the confines of Yellow 

House Canyon. The resort will consist of a 100-room hotel, 

outdoor spaces for activities of golf, tennis, swimming and 

boating. Spaces for indoor recreational activities like 

aerobics, racquetball, weightlifting and sauna, to provide 

a means of filling an individuals need to recreate. 

Facilities for dining, a lounge and a function room will 

provide for the guests' 

With modern technology 

entertainment and social needs. 

giving people more time to 

themselves, along with an increased health awareness, has 

prompted people to participate , now more than ever, in 

recreation. Thus, giving vacation facilities more issues to 

deal with when attempting to meet all of its guests wants 

and needs . 
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THESIS ISSUES -

All arc hitec ture is exposed to nature and its elements . 

How it reacts to them determines how effective and efficient 

it is in its environment. 

With the rising cost of energy , there is move t o 

investigate new systems that utilize the inexpensive, easily 

tapped, renewable resources that nature provides . 

Passive solar energy · systems use the suns thermal 

energy and circulates it through a building from the 

collection to storage to the distribution by natural means 

of convection. 

The building's form must be designed to utilize maximum 

sun exposure on its surfaces or collection mass. The 

passive conditioning system can then be designed to work 

with your building design , through the use of thermal walls, 

solar chimneys, or convective 1 oops. These same systems 

will allow for cooling through the design of the overhangs 

or other shading devices including vegetation. Ventilation 

can also be incorporated in these systems by designing 

operable openings that exhaust to the outside. 
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MATERIALS -

In producing an area that does not conflict with 

nature, you must consider using natural materials to 

ornament your building . Through these materials the 

ornamentation will be subtle. The first material that can 

be used is stone. It's abundance and its virtually 

unlimited texture, both natural and machined, can make for 

a naturally beautiful envelope for any building. Like 

texture, stones' shape can be just as unlimited both in 

nature as in man-made. And ~hese shapes can be arranged in 

a variety of patterns. Its natural strength allows it to be 

used as a structural element also, as a foundation system, 

footing system or load bearing walls. Its natural 

properties give it good insulation possibilities as well as 

thermal mass heat transfer potential. 

Stone will be the major material for this project. It 

will be used mostly on the exterior and sparingly on the 

interior. The stone can· be used structural! y and non

structurally. Because its pattern can be controlled, it 

will allow for the opportunity to apply a subtle 

ornamentation to the building. 
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THESIS RESEARCH [] 

The sec ond material that can be used is wood . Its 

texture and warm natural color help in making it a naturally 

beautiful decorative material . Its natural properties give 

it insulation possibilities, and its strength is adequate to 

use it as a structural element. wood in its natural state, 

or finish , is best when attempting to keep a natural look to 

a building. 

Frank L. Wright advised, "Bring out the nature of the 

material . Strip the wood of varnish, reveal the nature of 

the wood, brick and stone in your design. They are by 

nature beautiful . " 

In this project, wood will be used for the roof and to 

frame openings on the exterior. For the interior wood will 

be used more extensively on floors, walls and ceiling. 
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THESIS RESEARCH [] 

Another material that can be used to achieve a 

closeness to nature is glass. Glass, man- made rather than 

naturally, allows for an interaction between the outdoor and 

indoor. Glass walls help one space extend into the other . 

And when the glass wall is opened the two spaces become one. 

Glass allows for a good insulator through the double-glaze 

system. It also allows for solar heating, natural day 

lighting, and vista views. 

Glass can be used on part of a wall in a small scale 

private area. It can take up a whole wall in a more large 

seale public area to provide plenty of 1 ighting and a 

plentiful view. 

It can be used on corners to give the illusion of a 

light structure. And glass can be curved to be used on 

curved walls for a panoramic view. 
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PASSIVE SOLAR ENERGY -

All buildings need energy in order to heat and c ool the 

space inside. 

take it . 

The sun provides energy to anyone who will 

Passive solar energy was developed to use the suns 

energy only. Technology has helped to refine modern day 

systems to be more efficient. 

In using passive solar energy you must choose a system 

that best compliments your design. Proven systems include : 

o Direct Gain 

o Thermal Storage (Wall, Rock Bed) 

o Attached Greenhouse 

o Roof Ponds 

These systems also present possibilities for natural 

cooling, natural ventilation, and natural daylighting. 

These systems working together can lead to an efficient, 

cost effective design. 

In this project, pas~ive systems will be used to heat, 

cool and ventilate the guest rooms, sitting areas in lobby 

or lounge and restaurants, primarily. Spaces need to take 

advantage of views, the use of opening can allow for passive 

solar systems. 
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Building form is important in order to determine the 

e ffe c tiveness of the system you use . Building orientation 

is most important . The building's form will determine how 

muc h surface is expos ed t o the sun , and how much of that 

surface is usable. The building's orientation will 

determine how long the exposed surface will be in direct 

sunlight. And the longer you can heat a surface the more 

heat you will have to work with. 

BUILDING FORMS: 

o VERTICALLY STACKED 

This system has a Iarqe south tacinq 

surface. However the root surface 

is small. Liqhtinq the bottom levels 

naturallr vould be a task vitb sane 

difficul tr . htural ventilation would have 

to fl OV horilontal I r because natural 

verticle convection would have to qo 

throuqh several levels , and constructinq a 

central vel ! vould ~ retove usable space. 

Sou rce : Passive Solar Energy Book 
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o CLERESTORIES 

This system is usually one level. When the 

clerestory faces south it provides the 

opportunity to bring direct sunlight into 

the center and north side of the buildings 

interior. And controlling the angle at 

which the sun light comes in helps to keep 

the direct sun! ight out during the warm 

months . llith north facing clerestories you 

get reflective light and not the harsh 

direct sunlight. The clerestories could be 

made to open to allow natural convection to 

ventilate and cool the building. 

o STAGGERED IKCLIKE 

This system utili&es more of the surface. 

In addition to the· south facing vertical 

surface it has more roof surface that can 

be utili&ed as a heat collecting element. 

Katural daylight can be brought in easier 

through ~he south facing surface and 

through the roof area of each individual 

unit. Each unit can be ventilated separate 

without the air moveaent having to go 

through aultiple levels. 

Source: The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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o HORIZONTALLY STAGGERED 

This system qives each unit a south 

facing vall and roof area. Each of 

which can collect solar heat. The 

staggered design allows one unit to 

partially shade one adjacent to it. 

This shading is good during vara 

months but it could be unwanted 

during the cold months. Daylighting 

can be brought in through the south 

facing vall directly, or through the 

roof surface indirectly. Katural 

ventilation can move air horisontallr 

through the individual units. 

[] 

Of the building forms discussed, this project will be 

uti 1 izing the staggered incline form and the clerestory 

form. Because the site consists of flat terrain with the 

steep slope of a canyon wall, the staggered incline form 

will be used to take advantage of the slope. The clerestory 

form will be used at the top of the canyon where the terrain 

is flat. 

Source : The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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SOLAR HEATING -

As stated before, there are different systems that can 

be used to collect the sun's energy to provide heat for the 

interior of a building. These systems can make a building 

energy efficient. 

o THERMAL MASS 

One of the simpl er system is a direct qain thermal mass srste~. The theraal mass 

can be a floor slab or a wall . Direct sunliqht can be brouqht in throuqh a south 

facinq wall open inq. By controllinq the sile of the overbanq you can let in the sun 

when you want it and block it out when you don't. The tberaal mass will radiate 

beat after the direct sunliqbt is no longer there. 

Source: The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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THESIS RESEARCH 

o SOLAR CHIMNEYS 

This system uses a combination of systems . One is a thermal mass and the other is 

a green house type. The glazing is placed in front of the mass wall. The di rect 

sunlight will heat the space in between the wall . There are openings in the top and 

bottoa of the wall that will circulate the heated air and rep lace it with cool air 
to be heated. 

Source: The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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o SOLAR WALLS 
Solar walls incorporate the use of vertical thermal mass I ouvers place in the 

interior next to the qluinq. these louvers can be arranged to let in direct 

sunlight when you want it and block it out when you don't . At the same time these 

louvers collect heat. A 1oveable insulation can be used to cover the qlazinq to 

reduce radiating beat loss, keeping it in the interior . 

\ r-~oot.l A.""· 

Source: The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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o CONVECTIVE LOOP ROCK BED 

This system is a little more comple1. It beats and ci rculates air like a solar 

chimney but al so includes a rock bed as a thermal mass to store heat . The system 

starts with a solar col lector that beats the air. Natural Convect ion circulates the 

air . The rock bed stores beat while the sun is out. When the is set the rock bed 

passes air through it to warm it , thus continuing the circulation of warm air. 

Source: The Passive Solar Energ y Book 
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Of the natural heating systems that were discussed, 

this project will use the thermal mass/direct gain system 

and the convective loop rock bed system. The therma l mass 

system is the most simple since the site is f 1 at and 

receives adequate amounts of direct sunlight . For the 

structures that are to be designed on the slope, the 

convec tive loop system can be designed to the contour of the 

slope thus aiding the natural convection circulation of 

rising warm air. 
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SOLAR COOLING -

To a certain degree, a building can be naturally 

cooled. Shading provides an important role in cooling for 

it can block out direct sunlight when you don't want it. 

You can shade a building by element of your design or by 

natural features such as vegetation or landscaping. Then 

natural breezes can help produce lower temperatures if you 

utilize it. 

o OVER BAIGS 

Overhanqs are useful to shadinq south facinq walls and openinqs. You desiqn the 

overhang to block out direct sunliqht durinq the wara season and to let it in durinq 

the cold season. By blockinq out direct sunliqht fro11 the interior you can 

significantly lover interior teaperature. 

Source: The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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o VEGETATIOK 

Vegetation can be used in a couple ways to provide shading for a building. It can 

be placed apart from the building to create a shaded space that with the help of 

natural breexes can become a very comfortable space. Another way it can be used is 

to place it directly on the outer wall surface to block direct sunlight fran heating 

the surface. 

Source: The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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For cooling, this project will utilize both overhangs 

and vegetation. The overhangs will be designed to extend 

far enough to block high sun angle and allow low sun angles. 

The vegetation used will be mainly deciduous trees placed to 

shade openings. 

17 
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VENTILATION -

Natural breezes and natural convec tion has othe r uses 

than just solar heating and cooling. It c an be used to 

ventilate or keep fresh air moving thro ugh a building . 

There are several systems you can use . It helps to choose 

a system that is compatible with the chosen solar 

heating/cooling system. 

o Cross Breele 

This system is probably the simplest. It incorporates openings in the building that 

will allow bree1es to pass through the buildings. However with this srstem rou must 

be sure that natural vegetation is below or above or above the openings to keep from 

blocking the air aovement. 

Source: The Passive Solar Ene rgy Book 
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o COKVECTIOK 

Another way to ventllate a building is 

through natural convection. Cool air 

inlets at the bottom of the building and an 

outlet at the top will natural circulate 

the warm air out. You can design this 

system to where you can manually control 

the rate of air moveaent. 

o EARTH PIPES 

This sys tea is more comp I ex. It 

incorporates the use of underground pipes 

to aove air naturally or force air 

mechanically through them and into the 

building. Katural convection can then 

exhaust the air out. The air is cooled as 

it moves underground thus adding to the 

cooling system you choose to use. 

Source: The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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In this project I wi 11 uti 1 i ze cross breezes and 

convection to ventilate the facility. By designing spaces 

that open up to the outside and controlling that opening, it 

will take advantage of ever present breeze in this flat 

region. Since I will utilize a clerestory form, I can use 

convection by designing operable openings on the clerestory 

to move the air. 
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DAYLIGHTING -

Natural daylighting can be a very useful t oo l in 

reducing energy costs . Due to artificial lighting . Howe ver 

if n ot planned correctly it can also be a pro blem in the 

workplace due to harsh unwanted glare . So the placing o f 

openings as well as the placing of workspace must be 

coordinated to prevent such problems. 

~ 
·· · · ·····-·- ~-. ~- ~ J~~·----

1 7..J,. II 'I: 

' . I ~--
/1 

Source : Daylighting Res ource Book 
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There are several system you can use for daylighting 

and they can be incorporated into solar heating/cooling 

systems. South facing openings can provide direct 1 ight 

which can then be diffused by several methods . However, too 

much glazing can cause a space to overheat. North facing 

openings allow soft indirect light. Here too if you use too 

much glazing, keeping the space warm during winter can be a 

problem. 

Direct Sunlight 

.._./""'-../ Indirect Sun! iqht 

-~)N 

\ '\ 

t .?[\ 1;··-·-·---:i'"'' - ·, ~ - -·---

7--. :-:=--~ .. 
-~- ___ --_::.:-::::·-=·==::::! .. L ___ -·· .. . . -··- . ·-·-·- ---

··----- ·~ · ___ ,. ___ ____ --··· ·-

Source: The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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In this project natural daylight will be easily gained 

through the side openings. The clerestory form will allow 

the center of the space to be lighted . It will be an 

advantage to design for indirect or diffused lighting to 

help eliminate glare that can result from direct sunlight. 
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CASE STUDY TWO -

P. DAVIS HOUSE, 1972 

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXI CO 

PAUL DAVIS DESIGNER 

SYSTEM: CONVECTIVE LOOP ROCK BED. 

[J 

This house is one story with a loft area, and 

approximately 1000 S . F. area . It is on a small south facing 

slope of a berm. 

The system consists of a 420 S.F. collector located on 

the front of the house. Air is heated here and circulated 

by natural convection. The heat passes through 45 tons of 

rock which support the floor of the porch. The heat 

radiating through the house is controlled by dampers. 

To cool the house, the south side porch provides 

shading and the overhangs shade the clerestories. Operable 

windows of the clerestories provide cross ventilation. 

Source : A Survey of Passive Solar Buildings 
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CASE STUDY ONE -

COHN HOUSE , 1 974 

NELSON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

BRUCE ANDERSON, TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL 

ACTION DESIGNER 

SYSTEM: DIRECT GAIN 

Cl 

This 1-1/2 story house is approximately 970 S.F. or 

ar e a . It sits on the south side slope of a hill in order to 

take advantage of constant ground temperature and sun 

exposure to help h e at in winter and cool in summer. 

The system incorporates large amounts of south facing. 

The sun's radiation heats the thermal mass of walls and 

floors . The mass is made of concrete . 

To cool the house , deciduous trees shade the south 

glass during summer. The overhangs on this same wall block 

out high summer sun . These windows are operable and with 

north side windows creates cross ventilation. 

Source: A Su r vey o f Passive Sol ar Buildings 
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SYNTHESIS -

Although these two studies use different systems, they 

both provide for heating, cooling, and ventilation. These 

studies show that for my project I must take advantage of 

south facing slopes with the system that will be used . 

Trees can be used as naturally occurring shading devises. 

26 
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CONTEXT ISSUES -

The site provides several opportunities for this 

project. The site features a contrasting terrain of the 

c harac ter i sti c flatness of this region with unique canyon 

slope. This project will be designed to make the transition 

from the flat ground to the slope down the canyon . 

Sun exposure and the use of staggered incline building 

form could utilize this energy. The facility will be 

designed to take advantage of winds , present on the flat 

terrain, through cross breeze ventilation . The mild climate 

allows for the design of spaces for outdoor activities that 

can be enjoyed almost year round, such as golf and tennis . 

The solar exposure information will help to design a 

passive solar system that is customized to this region . 

28 
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CULTURAL -

The Yellow House Canyon was formed by a tributary of 

the Double Mountain Fork Ri-ver of the Brazos River. The 

plains it is located is known as the LLano Estacado was 

named by spanish explorers in the late 1500's as they 

searched the land for gold. The canyon was also used as a 

route from New Mexico by missionaries on their way to San 

Antonio. In the mid to late 1800's the cattle industries 

expansion also used this route, and the cheap land brought 

people west. At present the regions populatio~ consists of 

several ethnic groups: Anglo, Hispanic, Black and other 

minor groups. Anglo's make up about 70% of the population, 

while the hispanics make up about 22%, the blacks about 7%, 

and all others about 1%. The fastest growing group being 

the hispanics, which is the same nationwide. 

Despite the various cultural impacts on this region, 

this project will not focus on representing any specific 

cultural group, but rather on an architecture that responds 

to its environment in the ways further explained in this 

program . 

2 9 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL -

Throughout history , people have vi s ited res o rts and 

vacationed to escape the typical c ity environment, and 

exp e rience the culture , picturesque and natural amenities of 

that environment . Since 1858 · when New York City first 

allocated land for .park purposes, did leaders begin to see 

the need for a place to escape to get away from the hazards 

and social evils inherent with overcrowding cities. 

This project takes advantage of a site that is away 

from the city. The site itself is an escape from the flat 

region of the south plains. Therefore this project should 

allow its users to get away from the daily grind. It should 

focus on leisure and socializing activities . 

30 
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BUILT -

Accessibility to the immediate site is by a private 

road with a toll gate . A state road connects it t o the city 

of Lubbock, approximately 12 miles away . The sites 

neighboring community is the private community of Lake 

Ransom Canyon 1 oca ted right down the canyon east of the 

site . The phone service is connected with that of the city. 

Utility services are provided by Lubbock Power and Light and 

Southwestern Public Service. The are is free of 

manufacturing plants that can contaminate the air . However 

there is a cattle feed lot in the region that might produce 

a noticeable odor when a strong wind blows across the plains 

from its directions. The lake itself is man-made by a dam 

constructed at the east end. 

Because of the site location, this project will take 

advantage of an ideal vacationing location. Its isolation 

assure no congested city traffic and its accompanying air 

pollution. No manufacturers to add to air or noise 

pollution and the sparsely populated area allows for a 

stress free, tranquil environment. 

31 
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NATURAL -

The South Plains region is mainly flat. Playas dot the 

region and most serve as water c ollectors for dra i n age . The 

Ye ll ow House Canyon adds a welcomed change t o the flat land . 

The climate for this region is consider e d mild and 

semi -arid. Precipitation is on an average 18 . 5 inches, 

annually concentrated on the summer and fall months. 

Snowfall is concentrated in the winter and early spring 

months . It is usually light and only stays for a few days. 

32 
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SITE -
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The temperature in the region averages about 60 . 

annually . The highs range from about 96 " F to over 100·F. 

The warm season ranges from May to September . The coldest 

weather ranges from about 20 · F to 10·F. The coldest months 

being December and January. 
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The sun shines th~ough on an ave~age of 275 days of 

clea~ sunlight. This energy can be measu~e in BTU/FT2/Day, 

and each su~face on a building will ~eceive diffe~ent 

amounts of ene~gy depending on its o~ientation and the time 

of day. On an average, du~ing the winte~ , the east and west 

su~faces receive about 620 BTU/FT2/Day, and in the summe~ 

about 1207 . In the winter the south side su~faces ~eceive 

560 and 1660 in the sununer. The no~th facing su~faces 

receive about 140 during winter and 452 during sunune~. The 

~oof ~eceives about 954 in the winte~ and 2596 du~ing the 

sununer. Thus, the south facing su~faces and ~oof need 

shading in the sunune~ and the same ~eceive the most energy 

during winter. 
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SUNPATH CHART 

aa-N LATITUDE, • 
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Source: The Passive Solar Energy Book 
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In the South PI ains, the wind can sometimes be a 

problem. Blowing dust usually occurs during the summer when 

the heat dries the soi 1. The wind blows f rom the south 

during the summer and from the north during the winter. 

This project wi 11 take advantage of good climatic 

conditions. The relatively small amounts of rainfall and 

plenty of sunny days allow for an almost year round use of 

its outdoor recreational activities. In knowing the sun 

exposure on surfaces and sun angles, this facility can be 

designed to take advantage of or block sun light at specific 

times of the day and year. Because the characteristic winds 

of this region can sometimes be a problem, controlling the 

ventilating systems will be necessary. 
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CASE STUDY ONE -

EL MIRADOR HOTEL 

ACAPULCO, ME XI CO 

Cl 

This hotel is l o cated at the edge and d own the side of 

a steep slope cliff on the water ' s edge . The design is 

oriented to give all rooms a v iew o f the c liffs and ocean. 

The buildings step d own the side of the c li ff. Activity 

spaces such as swimming pool, sunbathing decks, and 

observation points are also l ocated at d i fferen t locations 

down the side of the cliff. 

Sour ce: Re.sot·t Hotel, P l anning and Manag ement 
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Source: Resort. Hotel, Planning and Management. 
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CONTEXT RESEARCH 

CASE STUDY TW O -

LOEW 5 VENTANA CANYON RESORT 

TUSCON , ARIZONA 

[] 

This resort is located at the foot of the hills on a 

gentle south facing slope, by the waters edge. The building 

uses the slope in an interesting way to try and keep the 

building horizontally level. It starts with one level at 

the top of the slope and several levels at the bottom. Thus 

maintaining a somewhat low profile that helps it work 

agreeably with its site . 

Sour c e: Hotel Plann ing and Design 
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CONTEXT RESEARCH 

SYNTHESIS -

Both of the studies showed that a building can be 

designed to conform to virtually any site . And the site 

does not dictate, necessarily, what recreational activities 

the resort can have. In my project the site has a steep 

slope. These designs show that I can use the site contour 

to create an interesting design that opportunity provides in 

this flat region. 
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FACILITY ISSUES -

A recreational resort calls for a variety of activities 

that the facility must accommodate . It must meet the 

entertainment, social and recreational needs of the user. 

It should accommodate the guests comfortably for the extent 

of their stay . Circulation should not be restrictive or too 

far a distance to travel comfortably. The spaces should be 

designed to where they take advantage of views, through the 

use of glass which is present for passive conditioning 

systems. Outdoor activities should be within safe confines 

and supervision. Indoor recreation activities should be 

grouped together to allow simple transition between each as 

the guest changes interests in activities. 

Administrative activities should also be grouped 

together, since they are all related and it will help in 

departmental communications if they are adjacent. 
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FACILITY RESEARCH [J 

EPISTEMOLOGY -

Thr oughout hi story, since the ancient Greek and Roman 

peri od, people have looked for a facility or place to get 

away from and escape the hazards and social evils that goes 

hand in hand with crowded cities. Simple spaces from pub lic 

gardens, plazas, and public squares to the Roman bath house 

and more modern hotels, resorts, lodges, spas, and country 

clubs. What these facilities have shared, through time, is 

the need to meet entertainment, social, and recreational 

needs of its users. 

p· Condo Resort .. -
Convention Resort 

I ~ega Hotel 

' Tourist-Sight Resort 

I Casino Hotel 

f J Scenic/ Beach Resort 

l\ Mu lti-Resort Complex 
~ 

Marina Hotel 

Vacation Village 

Ski Lodge 

Golf/Tennis Resort 

. Mineral Spa 

\ Fitness Spa .. -
•• Country) Club ) 
·· · · · ··· · ········ · ········ · ··· ·· ··· ·· ··~ 

-<D 

18 I I I I I 

Source: Hotel Plann i ng and De s ign 
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When people leave their everyday surroundings to 

va c ation in a different environment , they expect their 

a ccommodations to be as comfortable as they would have in 

their own homes. So the one thing that could make the 

difference between a comfortabl e or uncomfortable can be as 

simple as the room the guests are issued . The following 

plans are layout designs to help in making the guests feel 

comfortable. These designs range from single and double 

occupancy to economy and luxury rooms . 

10 

Source: Princ iples of Hotel Design 
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FACILITY RESEARCH 

Designing a layout for guest rooms is the next step. 

The configurations can be arranged in ·horizontal slabs or 

verticle towers. The slabs can be single loaded, whi c h have 

rooms on one side and circulation on the other. A double 

loaded slab has rooms on both sides and circulation in the 

center. The offset slab is a single or double loaded slab 

arranged in an offset manner. 

The tower design has the same arrangement of rooms 

around the outside and circulation in the center, for the 

different shapes that form the tower. 

Rectangular tower 

Single-loaded slab 

Circular tower 

Double-loaded slab 

Triangular tower 

Offset slab 

Atrium 

Source: Principles of Hotel Design 
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In a recreational res o r t you get a variety of people 

fr om dif f erent backg ro unds a nd cultures. With such a 

combi n at i on of peopl e , communication may be a problem at 

time s. To help, in thi s s i t uation, the use of signs and 

graphics c an help to create a common language. 

w Bellman 
~ m Bell woman 

I-I 
Baggage 

(1) Claim 

I I Baggage l!ill Check-in 

~ 
Baggage 

iii -iii Lockers 

[i] I • " I 
' I I 
I 

Keys .... • 
Check-in -t 9 Registration 

Cashier m @ 
Source: Hot e l 

Hotel 

Hotel 
Information 

Hotel 
Reservation 

Bedrooms 

Ticket 
Purchase 

Safe 
Deposit Boxes 

••••• Information 

--?-- Lost and 
Found ..:-. -·) 

+t+ 
Meeting 
Point 

+ 
Room Key 

r-'~ 
Return 

Planning and Design 
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FACILITY RESEARCH Cl 
ACTIVITY ANALYSIS -

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES 

PARTICIPANTS: These activities are controlled by 

administrative personnel with some 

interactions with guests and 

employees. 

·oBJECTIVES: 

ACTIVITIES: 

To p~rform tasks necessary in 

operating the facility. 

Receiving, check in/out, 

reservations, secretarial, working 

and sorting mail, copying and 

filing, accounting/auditing, 

an$wering 

computers. 

phones, operating 

HOUSEKEEPING/MaiNTENANCE ACTIVITIES 

PARTICIPANTS: These activities are controlled by 

housekeeping and maintenance 

personnel. 

OBJECTIVE: l To keep the facility operational 

by providing daily cleaning of 

linen and facility and needed 

repairs and maintenance. 

ACTIVITIES: Laundry, valet, storing linen, 

issuing linen and uniforms, 

sewing, carpentry, plumbing, 

electrical, groundskeeping, 

storing. 

Source : Hotel Planning and Design 
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FOOD SERVICE ACTIVITIES: 

PARTICIPANTS: These activities are controlled by 

food service personnel, some on 

request of the guest. 

OBJECTIVE: 

ACTIVITIES: 

To provide food and beverage on 

guest's request. To properly run 

and maintain food service area. 

Cooking, taking orders, serving, 

washing, receiving, purchasing, 

storing, trash removal, cleaning. 

GUEST ACTIVITIES 

PARTICIPANTS: These activities are controlled by 

the guest, with some supervision 

of employ"ees. 

OBJECTIVES: 

ACTIVITIES: 

To allow the guest to eat and 

relax. The athletic activities 

allow for physical fitness, 

leisure and sight seeing. 

Sleeping, dining, socializing, 

meetings, walking, sitting, sun 

bathing, swimming, boating and 

skiing, jogging, cycling, tennis, 

golfing, aerobics, weight lifting, 

racquetball, hygiene . 

. Source: Hotel Planning and Design 
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SPACE ANALYSIS -

PRIMARY SPACE: Guest Rooms 

FUNCTION: To provide the guest with a room 

to keep their belongings while 

they stay. They are the sleeping 

quarters for the guests. 

REQUIREMENTS: Beds,. desk, chair, lavatories, 

heating/cooling system, lighting, 

view. 

SECONDARY SPACES: Singles, Doubles, Suites, managers 

apar~ment, corridor, balcony, 

storage. 

PRIMARY SPACE: Lobby 

FUNCTION: Th~ first space the guest comes 

into. A waiting space for check 

ins, check out, or mee~ing 

friends. 

REQUIREMENTS: Open space, accessibility to all 

SECONDARY SPACES: 

other spaces, 

lighting. 

seats, 

Seating, bellman 

telephones, toilets. 

views, 

station, 

PRIMARY SPACE: Function Room 

FUNCTION: To provide a space for meetings, 

receptions, banquets and 

conferences . 

REQUIREMENTS: Large flexible space, moveable 

SECONDARY SPACES: 

seat, tables, lighting, sound, 

heating/cooling system. 

Equipment storage, project booth, 

office, toilets, boardroom. 

Source: Hotel Planning and Design 
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PRIMARY SPACE: Administration 

FUNCTION: To provide offices for 

administrative personnel to carry 

out tasks needed to operate the 

facility. 

REQUIREMENTS: Office space, communication 

SECONDARY SPACES: 

system, desks, chairs, files, 

1 ighting, ·heating/ cooling system. 

Front · desk, manager office, 

assistant office, secretary space, 

reservations manager, telephone 

opera tors, safety deposit boxes, 

work area/mail, copying and 

storage, accountants office, 

computer room, file room. 

PRIMARY SPACE: Food. Service 

FUNCTION: To prepare and serve food and 

the customer's order 

a place to enjoy it. 

beverage to 

and provide 

REQUIREMENTS: Equipment and supplies for 

SECONDARY SPACES: 

preparing food, seating for guests 

to eat at, lighting , 

heating/cooling system, view. 

Restaurant, lounge, main kitchen , 

room service area, chef's office, 

managers office, dry food storage, 

refrigerated storage, toi 1 ets, 

1 ockers, 1 oading dock, receiving 

office, trash holding area. 

Source : Hotel Planning and Design 
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PRIMARY SPACE: Housekeeping/Maintenance 

FUNCTION: To provide a daily service for 

cleaning guestrooms and facility, 

and providing clean linen and 

uniforms, to provide needed 

repairs to equipment and facility. 

REQUIREMENTS: Cleaning equipment and supplies, 

repair tools and equipment 

storage, communication system. 

SECONDARY SPACES: Soiled linen room, laundry room, 

housekeeping office, linen and 

~niform storage, storage, engineer 

office, shop, storeroom. 

PRIMARY SPACE: Recreation 

FUNCTION: · To provide the guests with 

athletic activities for enjoyment 

and physical fitness. 

REQUIREMENTS: 

SECONDARY SPACES: 

Outdoor activities 

close proximity to 

Indoor activities 

must 

the 

are 

be at 

resort. 

grouped 

together for easy access from one 

to another. 

Swimming pool, locker room, sauna, 

whirlpool, exercise room, 

racquetball, tennis court, 

equipment storage, golf course, 

dock. 

Source: Hotel Planning and Design 
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SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 

53 

ADJACENCIES: 

e VERY CLOSE TOGETHER 
~ SOMEWHAT CLOSE 

NEUTRAL 
S SOMEWHAT APART 
0 MUST BE APART 



FACILITY RESEARCH 

SPACE SUMMARY -

SPACE 

GUEST ROOMS 
GUEST ROOM TOTAL 
PUBLIC AREA 

LOBBY 
RESTAURANT 
LOUNGE 
FUNCTION ROOM 

PUBLIC AREA TOTAL 
ADMINISTRATION 

FRONT OFFICE 
EXECUTIVE 
ACCOUNTING 

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL 
SERVICE AREA 

OCCUPANTS 

100 UNITS 

20-30 
50-75 
20-25 
50-100 

5-7 
3 
3 

MAIN KITCHEN 10-15 
FOOD/BEVERAGE STORAGE -
RECEIVING/DISPOSAL 
GENERAL STORAGE 
EMPLOYEE LOCKERS 
MANAGER OFFICE 
LAUNDRY 
HOUSEKEEPING 
ENGINEER SHOP 
MECHANICAL 

SERVICE AREA TOTAL 
RECREATIONAL 

SWIMMING POOL 
TENNIS COURT 
GOLF COURSE 
DOCK 
MULTIPURPOSE ROOM 
WEIGHT ROOM 
RACQUETBALL COURT 
LOCKER ROOM 

RECREATIONAL TOTAL 
TOTAL NET 
MECHANICAL 
CIRCULATION 
GROSS TOTAL AREA 

10-15 
2 

5 
3 - 5 

50 
4 

25 
20 
4 
15-20 

4\ 
5\ 
( 1. 2\) 

Source: Hotel Planning and Design 
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AREA_{~.x.J_ 

350/UNIT 
35 ,000 

1,500 
1,700 

750 
1,700 
5,650 

700 
500 
500 

1,700 

1,750 
600 
650 
700 

1,000 
300 

1,500 
1,200 
1,000 
2,500 

11,150 

2,000 
1,500 

1,000 
1,000 
1,000 

800 
1,750 
9,050 

62,550 
2,50.2_ 
3,127 

81,814 



FACILITY RESEARCH [J 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS -

AVERAGE BUILDING COST ~F~O~R~R~E~S~O~R~T __________ ~$L5~4~S~Q~.F~T~· ----
Construction Cost: 

Gross area x cost/s . f . 81814 x 54 4,417,956 

Building cost: 
Office spaces -
G. A. x cost/s.f. 

Guest Rooms -
G.A. x cost/s.f. 

Recreational spaces -
G.A. x cost/s.f. 

Land Value : 
16\ of Building Cost 

Site Development: 
25\ of Building Cost 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 

EXPENDITURES: 
Professional Fees 

16\ of Construction Cost 

Administrative Fees 
1\ of Construction Cost 

TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL 

28954 X 54 1,563,516 

42000 X 54 2,268,000 

10860 X 54 586,440 

706,872 

1,104,489 

6,229,317 

996,690 

62,293 

1,058,983 

7,288,300 

Source: Hotel Planning and Design 
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CASE STUDY ONE -

COSTA BRAVA DE BORINQUEN 

ISABELA, PUERTO RICO 

E. ABRABEN ASSOCIATES 

[] 

In this hotel design, the organization consists of 

grouping of different related spaces. The night club, 

restaurant, and lounge are grouped a placed next to the 

grouped administration and hotel complex. The club house 

and recreation spaces are grouped together and placed next 

to private, grouped cabanas. 

ATLANTIC OClAN 

SITE PLAN 7. RESTAURANT 

L CLUB 
·e. BAR- COCKTAIL LOUNCJE 

2. GOLF COURSES 
8 HOTEL COMPLEX 

10. ADMIN I STRATI ON a. DUDE RANCH 

II. TRAINING CAMP 
4 . OUARTER ACRE LOTS 

12. CAMP GROUNDS a 
15. HALF ACRE LOTS PICNIC AREA. 

e. NIGHT CL.U8 15. BEACH 

14. DRESSiNG CABANAS 

Source: Hotels - An International Survey 
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The hotel complex uses the single loaded slab design. 

It incorporates single and double occupancy rooms. The 

hotel also has detached private cabanas or villas. These 

consist of double occupancy duplexes, one bedroom and two 

bedroom villas. 

ltl&flt Top: Two Bedroom \ljlla. 
IU&flt loltom: One Bedroom Villa. 

Left Top: Plan of Typical Duple• Villa situated adjacent to Golf Course. 
Left lottom: Plan of Typical Room. 

Source: Hotels - An International Survey 
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CASE STUDY TWO -

CHICOPEE MOTOR INN 

CHICOPEE, MASSACHUSETTS 

MORRIS LAPIDUS ASSOC., DESIGNER 

[J 

This hotel is arranged in groupings, and although it is 

one complex, the related activity spaces are grouped 

together. The restaurant and 1 ounge, function rooms and 

recreation spaces are grouped together and make up half the 

complex . The other half is the lobby, offices, and guest 

room grouping. 

Sour c e : 

\ .· .. .,. ':" ·- -- ._ .. _,c.. : 
~----... - j:, J · · " . • -~~ • · 

~ -r -r~~.,--

Ho t e l Planning and De s ign 

5 8 

- ·-
·: -- . 



FACILITY RESEARCH [] 

The guest room complex incorporates the double loaded 

slab design. It contains single and double occupancy rooms. 

Although the layout does not make the view a priority, the 

design keeps the rooms relatively close to the complex. 

@ 
.. 

h. ~ 
Nfml!'ri J, rtrm:ml 

. -

[ lll llllll l f lllll J I llll' 

l® U U~lJ I lTUJ)ll U 

rffl*l n~n ffil nrn9rm 
fH-H IIIIIIIIJE lllllllll UB_El]l[U I I i I I I I I ! I 

. Source: Hotel Planning and Design 
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SYNTHESIS -

These two studies showed that related spaces should be 

grouped together. My design should incorporate this idea. 

It also shows that the guest rooms can be single or double 

occupancy in a slab design or separated into individual 

units. These rooms can be arranged in a compact design and 

view utilizing design. 
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THESIS SUMMARY 

Thesis statement: Thi~ project will focus on meeting 
the challenge of u~ing ~ature•s renewable resburces to 
efficiently condition a ~atility that provides for its 
guests• social, entertainment, and recreational needs. 

In one issue, this project deals with using passive 
solar energy. Tne design utilizes the suns energy primarily 
in the guest roo~ stiuctures with the use of direct gain 
thermal masses. T~~s system allowed for naturaly 
ventilating for cooling. 

Another issue was guests needs. This project allows 
for an interaction with interior and exterior spaces. The 
progression through spaces takes the· user in and out of 
these spaces to experience not only the structure but also 
the site .it is on. Spaces like guest rooms, function rooms, 
restaurant, and the health club can be opened to extend to 
the outside once again allowing for this intervention of 
spaces. 

The site itself is unique. It contains both the flat 
terrain of the south plains and the slopes of the canyon 
walls. This project was designed to accomadate both 
situations • . One level buildings on a rectangular axis 
emphasizing the ~orizontality of the flat plains. The guest 
rooms are staggerelit on top of ieach: .. other to conform to the 
slope of the canyon. . ~he boathouse ·on the bank of the lake 
marks a terminating piont. ' 

In conclusion, these1_. e1eme:q.t-s '· c~me together to provide 
one solution for the goal of ~~6~lding an architectural 
design that conforms to its site, takes advantage of natural 
resources, and provides a comfortable space for its users to 
interact with each other and their environment. 
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